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About Sygns

Our mission is to provide access to good design by creating a platform where craftsman and client 

interact. Our medium of choice is neon - we want to form a new movement and apply the nostalgic 

technology in a contemporary way to protect craftsmanship from becoming extinct. We usually 

work in an architectural context, with clients ranging from artists & galleries, to marketing 

agencies, to big corporates. Recent clients include Tate Modern, Vitra, Adidas and MYKITA. We're 

based in Berlin-Kreuzberg and with our interdisciplinary team of designers, engineers and project 

managers we serve clients and craftsman worldwide. 

You are a creative person, you love to fully indulge yourself into design projects and you know the common graphic 

programmes like the back of your hand? Then doing graphic designs at sygns will be the perfectly right fit for you! You will 

have the opportunity to conceptualise stunning neon designs, to create beautiful graphics for our social media campaigns and 

to get involved in a great variety of projects, such as lettering and interior design.

         Your Role at SYGNS

● You will create templates for neon designs according to our clients’ wishes, you develop your 

own ideas and you present them clearly and vividly (via photoshop rendering).

● You will join us in the construction of social media advertisements and print media, and we will 

implement new concepts for the brand establishment together.

● You will get to work on a rich diversity of projects in the area of graphic design, type design, 

lettering, interior and product design.

● You will contribute to our products by putting forward new ideas.

     … We can make coffee ourselves!

        

        Who we look for

● You are a student in the area of graphic design, illustration, type design or a related branch of 

study and you have already successfully completed your Bachelor’s degree or pre-degree.

● You are creative, self-reliant and responsible and you keep cool even in stressful situations.

● You are experienced in working with adobe illustrator, photoshop and InDesign - those 

programmes you can handle well!

● Ideally (no must!) you also possess knowledge in 3D rendering (such as Cinema 3D) and you 

can program a little (HTML).

● You are fluent in German and English.

● You have 3 - 6 months time for an internship.       

        Why SYGNS

● Excellent, international and mission-driven team

● Lots and of lots of trust, ownership and growth opportunities

● Access to awesome industry partners & clients

● Opportunity to understand and improve entire physical value chain

● Welcoming atmosphere in and out of office

https://www.facebook.com/sygnsberlin/
https://www.instagram.com/sygns_official/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/sygns_official?lang=en
http://www.sygns.de

